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During the development of politics , the relationship between the government 
and the media has been conspicious. but in the relevant study on Taiwan’s 
democratization transition ,the  interactive activities haven’t gotten enough attention . 
This paper would analyze , from the angle of systen changes , the character of 
interactive activities that the Taiwan authorities and broadcasting and TV media have 
presented during the latest decades. On this basis , I investigate the institutional 
factors causing the interactive activities changes from ownership structure . 
Among the characters ,the paper thinks , in the period of power ,the relationship 
between Taiwan authorities and broadcasting and TV media was interactive relation 
of lead-adjust , namely, the government dominated the operation of broadcasting and 
TV media ,and broadcasting and TV media obeyed and supported the government . 
Seen from the political system at that time , the interactive activities between them 
were adjusted to the power controlling system. After 70s, the power controlling 
system began to weaken ,and the lead-adjust relationship became flexible partly. 
Then ,some “objection medias” gradually challenged Kuomintang authorities’ 
authoritarian rule ,and it’s more and more difficult for the government to control 
broadcasting and TV media’s deviant behavior . To 90s, after the  media financial 
groups replaced “objection medias” , the tension between the governmentand 
broadcasting and TV media began to ease . 2000, with the coming of rotation of ruling 
Parties , the government made an utmost effort to support Pan-Green broadcasting 
and TV media which was the same group with them , so their relation was close. To 
Pan-Green broadcasting and TV media’s tactics to suppress and hook in , both sides 
are full of contrariety and contrariety . 
   Analyzing from institutional factors , the paper thinks ,from the period of power 
to the period of democratization , the ownership structure has gone through the  
process from Party, government and army controlling to new blood involving , during 
which more and more private capital swarmed into ownership structure and at last 
formed ownership pattern with the media financial group at leading position . In the 
area of management system , legislation and policy have broken away from the 













gaming ,while the administrative organization gradually has broken away from the 
dependence on government..In the area of power operation mode, political force 
trended to split apart from monopoly of government . Social force and economic 
force ,broken away from political force ,gradually strengthened and became an 
important restrained force. In the area of ideology , the broadcasting and TV media 
became to discourse  diverse ideology and never safeguard the government’s 
ideology ,which even presented strong polarization color.It reflected prominent 
opposite and division . Under the action of the institutional changes , the interactive 
activities between the governmentand broadcasting and TV media changed 
accordingly .For the authority , institutional changes make the authorities’ power 
congtrol standardization and the factors influnced by the outside world gradually 
increased .Its primary powerful position bagan to be weaken . For the broadcasting 
and TV media, institutional changes safeguarded itsindependence .with the 
intervening and supportment of the outside factors its weaking position gradually 
improved in the gaming with the government . 
At last , the paper believes, in the future.in the interactive activities between the 
government an the broadcasting and TV media, because the institutional changing is a 
long and gradual course ,it’s not very realistic to improve both sides’ interactive 
activities rapidly and eliminate current malpractice .We should guide forwardly the 
happening of institutional changes and prevent the phenomenon of path 
dependence ,then constantly optimize the both sides’ interactive activities structure . 
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段有不同的含义，从 50 年代初到 90 年代，国民党作为执政党，这个时期的台湾
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